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HILE finally some of Spohr's music is making its way back into the repertoire, little
is commonly known about the person and the social circumstances ofthe life ofthis
great musician. Quite unlike today, in the 19th century Spohr was an extraordinarily
popular composer, conductor, virtuoso and teacher. Also, the brothers Grimm, who lived in
Kassel at the same time as Spohr, knew and to some extent admired him as several visiting cardsl
and letters2 show.

Therefore I would like to shed some light on the way in which the person of Spohr was being
seen by another often underestimated Kassel artist, the "third" Grimm brother, Ludwig Emil
Grimm. I would like to do so with the help of Ludwig Emil's caricatures of Spoh that are today
in the possession of the Museum of the Brothers Grimm in Kassel.
Born in Hanau in 1790, Ludwig Emil lived from 1791 until 1803 in Steinau and afterwards
moved to Kassel where he went to school. He stayed in this city until his death in 1863, except
for his studies at the Munich Academy, 1809- 1817. The creator offine drawings and etchings
who is often referred to as "Grimm tertius" stayed almost unknown to his contemporaries, mainly
because he produced very few paintings.
Only with his some 250 etchings did he gain some public interest but it was the (re)-discovery
ofhis drawings that proved to posterity that he can be "appreciated as an independent, individual
and in some aspects even a progressive artist."3 He was especially talented in sketching people
and situations and often alluded in his caricatwes to social and political events. Therefore it is
not astonishing to see Louis Spohr appear in his drawings rather frequently as the famous
musician was a kind ofpublic personality in Kassel from the 1820s to the 1850s. Not only as a
musician but also in social and political life he was always present.
At first sight it seems that Ludwig Emil Grimm did not belong to Spohr's admirers and Ingrid
Koszinowksi and Vera Leuschner even cite a somewhat disapproving remark, saying that Ludwig
Emil was "sick with the chatter about music and the divine Spohr."a Nevertheless, if seen in its
original context, the quotation comes into a different focus:
"As I actually haven't been at the Malsburgs for months, she however has been about
100 times with us, so I cannot decide to go to her because I already heard about her
musical joumey to Cologne and Dusseldorf 195 times and there I would have to hear it
for the 1 96th or probably l97th, 1 98th, 199th and 200th time, and I am sick with the
chatter about music and the divine Spohr. As she has already noticed and knows that I
do not care about the everlasting music spectacle, she takes care for as long as possible
but she can't bring herselfto stop it and before you can tum your hand she is again in
the midst of Spohr's divine compositions and I hate this same old routine like a
persistent rain of six months."5

Obviously the annoyance of Ludwig Emil refers less to Spohr himself but rather to the general
worship Spohr had to face, especially the endlessly repeated enthusiasm of Karoline von der
Maisburg who had been to the music festival in Dusseldorf in May 1 826 together with Spohr, his
family, his pupil Karl Friedrich curshmann and Karl pfeiffer, where Spohr conducted his
oratoio Die letzten Dinge. This goes along with the few mentions of Spohr in the memoirs and
letters of Ludwig Emil. He writes in his memoirs:
"A geat pleasure it was to me to hear Frt ul6, Rovelli7, Spohr, pagaaini and Ole Bulls;
the most characteristic and fantastic was Paganini."e
Of course, it is obvious that Grimm - quite like his brothers Jacob and Wilhelm - rated
Paganini as a violinist higher than Spohr. He had heard the Italian virtuoso either in one ofhis
concerts in Kassel (May 15th and 30th 1830) or Gtittingen (May 28th 1830) and was very
impressed by his art:
"This genius made a great impression on me and I never forgot his playing. A hundred
times I have wished to be able to play like him melodies I know but it is over, my fingers
are too old. Spohr may play more properly, the French might have even more skill but
no one moves the soul like Paganini does."ro
When Paganini's joumey took him again to Kassel for a short stop on July 10th 1830, Ludwig
Emil drew a portrait ofthe virtuoso that Paganini liked very much. In his youth the painter had
leamed a little violin playing himself. In Steinau he took violin and piano lessons with Johann
Georg Zinckhan (1739-1814) who, however, thoroughly spoilt all his enjoyment in making
music:
"I well would have had an inclination for music and I started violin and piano lessons
with Zinckhan but all inclination was suffocated by the everlasting monotony and the
unmelodious things he made me play incessantly. I was happy when I got rid of music
again, but I regretted it later because I could have become something."rr
Piano concertos remained horrible to Grimm for the rest ofhis life but he was at least able to
preserve his delight in violin concertos. What he says about Zinckhan also sheds some light on
his musical aesthetic. Melody, simplicity and a folkloristic approach or, as Grimm himself puts
it in a letter of 1828 "natural feeling"r2, are the central ideas. This is illustrated by his remarks
on a waltz that he believed to be composed by Beethoven:
"[...] it is extraordinarily beautiful, so many touching melodies and nonetheless so
simple, that is probably always the right thing, to say much with few means; maybe he
did not always succeed like this, these means in this way [...]" - to which, one would
like to add, is no surprise, as the waltz was not by Beethoven at all.
This is not to say that Ludwig Emil was unmusical. On the contrary, he obviously showed a
marked natural musicality that was also noticed by Peter von Winter.13 However, with simple
melodies being a vital part of his ideal his music aesthetic was somewhat opposed to that of
Spohr whose main objective was the autonomy of music and musicians - even in respect ofthe
expectations ofthe audience. Furthermore Grimm did not feel at all at home in one of Spohr's
domains, the sking quartet: "quartets on violins were mostly unbearable to me", and also in "the
so-called great concertos I had seldom pleasure, mostly boredom."ra
Thus the caricatures of Ludwig Emil Grimm mostly refer to Spohr's personal and social role
that were, however, strongly connected with his music. Therefore a closer look at the caricatures
may also shed some light on the personality and social circumstances of Spohr in Kassel. All
caricatures that are being discussed here are in the possession of the Museum ofthe Brothers
Grimm in Kassel.
I would like to begin with a portrait of Spohr (illustration 1) that Grimm sketched on a sheet

on the back of which is another drawing dated 1835. When the porhait was made, Spohr was
already able to look back on a successful artistic career that had eamed him intemational fame.
On extended concert tours, after 1806 also together with his wife, the harpist Dorette Scheidler,
he had become a virtuoso ofrenown, he had created outstanding compositions in all forms and
had worked as a musician in Brunswick, Goth4 vienna and Frankfrrt. In Kassel he had worked
for more than ten years as Hofkapellmeister and led the theatre and especially the orchestra to
an outstanding artistic height. ln recognition ofhis merits the Elector in 1833 confened the Order
of the Golden Lion on Spohr which he is wearing in this drawing.
Also, the bourgeois musical life in Kassel had received important stimulation from Spohr who,
for example, founded a new choir immediately after his arrival in the city (the Caecilian Society
in 1 822) and initiated and conducted the first Kassel performance ofBach's St. Matthew Passion.
He had attracted numerous pupils to the city from all over the world and educated them to
become outstanding musicians. Enlightened and humanitarian ideals were the basis for his
political and artistic perseverance that made him the idol of the liberal bourgeoisie in the
revolution of 1830/31.
Now I take a closer look at the general worship already mentioned above and the private life
ofthe composer. Both aspects are captured in another caricature by Grimm (illustmtion 2). It is
dated January 1852 and depicts a scene in spohr's house. Immediately striking is the enormous
height ofthe composer that reappears also in other caricatures. Being 1.92 metres tall (6 foot 3
inch), Spohr was one of the biggest men in Kassel. He is seen on the left hand side of the
drawing. Also seen is the worship dedicated to him, especially by his second wife, Marianne
Pfeiffer. She is the gaunt figure on the right. Over the large door in the background is written
"dem Herm Director Stube" (Mr. Director's room) whereas the room of Mrs. Directress (,,der
Frau G. Directorin stube") is behind the little door on the right. Her already tiny room is almost
completely occupied by an outsize bust of Spohr. As Marianne was acquainted with Ludwig
Emil's second wife, Friederike Emst, Ingrid Koszinowski and vera Leuschner assume that the
two women in the foreground could be Friederike Grimm and the artist's daughter from his first
marriage, Friederike, called Ideke.
One should defend Spohr's second wife against Crrimm's strongly pointed mockery and often
repeated reproaches. To be sure, she admired her husband in a sornewhat exaggerated way and
she might not have been the artistic counterpart that his fust wife, Dorette, had been for him and
with whom he made extended concert tours.
But Mariarure was not musically uneducated at all. She was quite a good pianist and inspired
her husband to compositions for the piano that he had hitherto somewhat neglected. Thus we
probably owe the Piano Sonata in A flat major, Op.125 to her influence as well as the five piano
trios that were written between 1841 and 1 849. Also Marianne helped Spohr to write the libretto
to his last opera, The Crusaders.
In addition Marianne was by no means the only one to admire Spok. This could be seen very
clearly in 1847 when the 25th anniversary ofhis taking up his post in Kassel was celebrated. In
the moming many delegations and good wishes from the people of Kassel, tlre municipality,
music societies, musicians and even the King of Prussia, and in the evening the festive
performance at the theatre was packed. The background ofthis admiration will be discussed later.
The death of his first wife, Dorette, in 1834 was part ofa sequence of terrible blows that
affected Spohr in the 1830s which began with the death of his brother in 1831. Then in 1838
Therese, his youngest daughter, also died when only 19 years old. In addition to the grief, Spohr
had to bear extra financial burdens as he helped the family of his brother and also his eldest
daughter, Emilie, after her marriage had failed. Thus he was also forced to find willing publishers

for his compositions in order to be able to cope with all the costs that came along with his
marked sense of family loyalty.
Ifyou bear in mind that he also trained more than 200 pupils, did his work in tlre theatre and
composed music in almost ail forms, it seems hardly believable that this load of industry could
be shouldered by one person. His friend, pupil and first biographer, Alexander Malibran,
describes this as follows:
"ln a moral and physical respect one has to call him colossal; he never rests and still he's
never tired. How much time does it cost him, his daily rehearsals of the orchestra, the
performances in the theatre that are executed with military accuracy, the worries about
his Caecilian Society, his quartet society, his pupils, his donation fund? - With all this
he still finds time to make a promenade of one or two hours each day, to play like a child
with his tenderly loved daughters, to now and then renew with them the scene of
Heinrich IV and the Spanish envoy, even to compose a new work each month, study his
instrument, let himself be heard',^/ith this in public; it is unbelievable and yet true! He
is now here, then there, hurries over the street; he is the etemal Jew ofart!"r5
That Spohr did not break down under ail this can to my mind be explained only by his
perseverance in his striving for what Marianne called his "unreachable ideals". These aimed on
the one hand at the social security, dignity and autonomy of musicians in particular and on the
other hand at a dignified and equal togethemess ofall men in general.
Thus he moved with imperturbable calm and goal-direction through the conflicts of his time
and his life as, for instance, the tension between his role as Hofkapellmeister and thus
representative of the court on the one hand and as the idol ofthe liberal bourgeoisie and promoter
ofbourgeois music culture on the other. This perseverance can be seen very vividly in a further
caricature by Ludwig Emil Grimm that is labelled "a small storm in the beautiful month of
delight, May 1851" (illustration 3). The woman clinging to Spohr's cloak is Marianr:re again. This
picture also reminds me of the one that Malibran makes of Spohr's role in the stormy events of
1848:
"Soon afterwards the population of Kassel rose too, chased away the bodyguard one
night, the civil guard was armed and the city filled with barricades. The first thing I did
the next moming was to check that nothing had happened to the master. How astonished
I was when I recognised him from afar by his little conic cap, standing on a barricade
and having pressed both hands against his hips as was his habit. 'Good moming' he
called when he noticed me and when I came up to him he added, carefully examining
the strength ofthe barricade with his foot: 'they are making the barricades here as strong
as in Paris aren't they!"r5
Already, in the unrest of 1830 that resulted in a constitution for Electoral Hesse that even Karl
Marx called "the most liberal constitution that was ever announced in Europe" Spohr had made
no secret ofhis position. For the celebrations ofthe constitution there was a theatre performance
ofhis opera -Iessonda and Spohr composed especially the hymn Festive Song of Hesse on the
Introduction of its Constitutior.'' Neither in the revolutionary events nor among the audience
listening to debates in the new assembly was the composer absent. Also in the festive service that
celebrated its first meeting Spohr was musically involved as Friedrich Miiller describes:
"The service began with the singing of Lord, You we praise! by the choral societies of
Kassel and with the participation ofthe opera personnel and the orchestra led by Spohr.
The execution was so brilliant that people afterwards talked only about the music and
not aboul lhe sermon."ls
Probably not without purpose, Spohr chose also to perform his cantata Das befreite

Deutschland ("Liberated Germany') that he had composed in 1814. He also took an active part
in the so-called Lesemuseum (reading museum), the goal of which was to spread liberal thinking
among the Kassel populace, as Spohr tells us in his memoirs.re
Thus he gained the respect and devotion also of those citizens who were not so much
interested in music, as Friedrich Miiller points out, discussing a celebration by Spohr's Caecilian
Society in 183 1 :
"Spohr was conducting it. By his vivid participation in the duty of the civil guard and
the proclamation of a very liberal mind, he had meanwhile achieved sympathy not only
in musical circles. He was counted among the most important patriotic persons. At the
celebration were given among otlers the "Lord's Prayer" by Fesca2o, the "Ode to St.
Caecelia" and "Te Deum" by Handel and a string quintet where Spohr played first violin
which caused such thunderous applause that the whole celebration seemed to have
tumed into an ovation for him. The collected contributions amounted to a large sum and
were given to the strongly increasing poor."2l
Thus Spohr by no means shut himself out from poverty among the people of Kassel nor ofthe
musicians. In the Spohr collections of the Murhard Library in Kassel there me also two collection
appeals for the benefit of young composers that were signed by Spohr.
It is also noteworttry that Spohr - quite unlike many of his contemporaries - had no problems
at all with his Jewish fellow citizens. Among his pupils were many Jews and Spohr even
organised kosher meals for those who could not afford to do so themseives. He did generally
fight for an understanding of different religions as is shown also in his {nal operu, The
Crusaders.
Above all, ofcourse. he supported the musicians ofhis orchestra, often against the opposition
ofthe Elector. For example, it was only through Spohr's efforts that only one orchestral member
lost his job when the theatre was temporarily closed in 1832133. Spohr nevertheless tried to
support him financially. He also took care ofrelatives ofdeceased members of the orchestra who
had previously been exposed to bitter poverty. In 1826 he founded a fund for the widows and
orphans which was financed by income from the subscription concerts. As the regular pensions
were low he also tried to prevent his musicians from being pensioned offby using the older ones
for the theatre music in the spoken drama where they oftenjust had to pretend to play.
That he had to do all this against the opposition of the Elector or without his knowledge
contributed to his bittemess after the failed revolution of 1848 that can be detected in his letter
to his London friend, Edward Taylor, which was written on March 10th 1851:
"What do you say about the state of affairs in Germany, especially in Hesse? Isn't it
enough to drive you to despair? If I were not too old I would immediately emigrate with
my family but i unfortunately have to stay. But still I hope that I'11 live to see the
German people once again throw off their chains and chase their demoralised princes
out of the country! ln order not to let this annoyance get us down we make music more
diligently than ever. I have also composed several new things which I would like to let
you hear one day."22
If you bear in mind that at the same time Ludwig Emil Grimm in his letters "with respect to
the censorship of letters suppresses information, encodes them or expresses them misleadingly
on purpose"2i the undaunted attitude oflhe composer is clearly evident.
But now for his role as a musician. We find it outlined in another caricature by Ludwig Emil
depicting his own birthday in 1854, although in a very mocking way (illustration 4). Among the
minuscule congratulatory guests we can also see Louis Spohr on the left hand side under the table
together with an orchestra of dwarfs. The representation of the musicians like this probably

indicates the enofinous height ofSpohr who also seems rather large in comparison to the other
guests. At least this drawing supplies some evidence for a personal relationship between the
Grimm and Spohr households.
At his actual work, conducting the opera orchestra, Spohr is shown in another Grimm
caricature (illustration 5). The opera being performed is probably Meyerbeer's The Prophet,
although this carurot be proved beyond doubt as Grimm does not give the exact date, only
"september 1850". The pencil-written information on tle cast is by an unknown hand and
therefore of unknown reliability. At least the entry "Heldentenor Schloss" (heroic tenor Schloss)
fits. Max Schloss was engaged in Kassel from 1848 to 1858 and sang the part of John in the
production in question. So we probably see a drawing ofnumber nine from the second act where
Count Oberthal who holds John's mother prisoner, gives him a choice between his mother's life
and the extradition ofhis beloved bride, Bertha. John and Bertha (kneeling) lament their destiny.
The local press critic2a stated that Louise Meyer sang Bertha but it is possible that Louise
Liebhardt took over the role in the performance Grimm saw. Of course, it is also possible that
the affrotations on Grimm's drawing are erroneous. It is certain, however, that The Prophet in
this production which was first performed on August 20th 1850 was THE event in August and
September and was given in the latter month several times. Friedrich Miiller remarks:
"In August Meyerbeer's great composition The Prophet gol its first performance here
with participation ofrare singers. The whole ofKassel was seized by an opera paroxysm
which made a shrill contrast to the dance of death that was performed at the same time
by cholera which had broken out with frightening power."2s
Thus one can understand the sentence that Grimm added - "May I be safe with my life at this
place?" - literally with respect to cholera. of course, it might just as well be an ironic comment
by Grimm on his situation as a spectator at the theatre.
The drawing shows vividly what a production ofan opera in spohr's time looked like. There
was no director in the modem sense. Karl Bimbaum, who was opera director at the time, had just
to arrange the entrances and exits, supervise technical matters and define the general character
ofthe piece at the first rehearsal26. In the actual performance tl1e singers would be standing more
or less right at the front of the stage. This began to change around the middle of the 1 9th century
but Birnbaum still belonged to the old school.
Thus the critic in the local newspaper was mainly writing about the sets and costumes. Not
mentioned is something that seemed to have become quite natural to the audience in Kassel - the
high quality ofthe orchestra. That was due to the indefatigable work of spohr who belonged
u-o"g tfr" first conductors to use a baton as we can see on the drawing. The brothers Grimm
.r"." ulro aware of the high quality of the orchestra in Kassel. As wilhelm Gdmm reported to
his wife from a performance of Rossini's Tanuedi in Wiesbaden:
,,The opera was well given, actually better than in Kassel (except for the orchestra,
course) 1...1 'Richard wagner also profited from this work ofSpohr. He owed fum the breakthrough for 7fte
Flying Dutchman which was staged by Spohr in Kassel in 1843 for the first time after its first
perfoinance in Oresden. Wagner's letters ofthese days show how much importance he attached
io this fact. Also, in another respect Spohr was important to Wagner. In the operas he composed
at Kassel Spohr made important steps in the development of the so-called leitmotif technique.
Especially in
that one should, according to Gerd Rieniicker, rather call work with basic themes.
his last opera, The Crusaders, this is very extensively developed. wagner knew the opera as
that - probably due
Spohr had given him a score for the preparation ofa performance in Dresden

to Wagner

-

never took Place.
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But Spohr was not only of importance in the composition and performance ofopera. He was
one of the last universal composers who not only produced major works in almost all forms but
even created new ones such as the double quartets.
Last but not least, Spohr was an influential teacher. His more than 200 pupils are known to
musicology as the "Kassel school". From this school emerged such important musiciaas as the
founder of the New York Philharmonic (Urelli Corelli Hill), the composer of the Finnish national
anthem (Frederik Pacius), the violinist and teacher Ferdinand David and numerous others. They
were all deeply influenced by the holistic education and resolute standing up for artistic
autonomy and dignity by their teacher and were themselves highly influential on the music
history of the late 19th century.
One of these pupils was depicted by Ludwig Emil Grimm in a caricature of 1851 (illustration
6). It shows Spohr playing a violin duet with one ofhis favourite pupils, Jean Joseph Bott (18261895) while Grimm's daughter, Ideke, is playing with a cat. Dr. Bemhard Lauer, director of the
Museum of the Brothers Grimm in Kassel, called my attention to this formerly unknown
representation of Spohr which he bought for the museum in 1997 from a private collection.
In the extensive text Grimm announces a performance of a Mr. Minauzeli from Wolfsanger
(near Kassel) who is to display some acrobatic stunts28. Mr. Minauzeli is described in detail and
slowly the reader realises that Minauzeli is obviously a cat. Grimm then announces that the
performance will be directed by Ideke and that Music Director Dr. Spohr and his talented pupil
Mr. Bott have agreed to play their own compositions in the enhactes. Finally, prices for tickets
are given, informing us that babies who have already proved their musical talents pay only a
reduced admission.
Grimm, of course, is making fun of common conced affIouncements of his time. The event
certainly never took place exactly in the way Grimm described it. Nevertheless, it is very
probably that Grimm took a real event as a starting point for his mockery, as he did in many of
his caricatures. Therefore his addition "ad vivum" does probably have some legitimacy.
We can only guess what this event may have been. Certainly it was not one of the chamber
music soir6es that had been introduced by Spohr in the autumn of 1850 after the Elector had
temporarily left Kassel for Hanau, taking with him his guard and thus a big part of Spohr's
orchestra. ln these concerts string quartets and Spohr's Double Quartet, Op.77 , werc played, but
not violin duets. Nevertheless Spohr and Bott did actually play the violins in the quartets. These
chamber concerts were Spohr's last public appearances as a violinist.
We can also rule out a concert on January 17th 1851 although its date comes very close to the
date ofthe caricature, January 18th that year. This concert was far too big and the orchestra was
also involved while Spohr was only conducting. Still, Grimm seems to have been inspired by the
announcement of this concert in the Kassel newspaper (Kass eler Zeitung, January 14th 1851).
The form ofthe information on the ticket prices and where to buy them is closely reproduced in
Grimm's caricature as the tickets could (or supposedly could) be bought at Mr. Bott's senior.
A clue to the possible background of the caricature is the identity of Mr. Minauzeli himself.
It is probably the cat that was given to Grimm's daughter Ideke by their relative, Joharura
Elisabeth von Eschwege, in summer 1848 at Wolfsanger, the place where Minauzeli was bom
according to the text ofthe caricature. Grimm often drew it, for example, in another caricature
"Bertihmte Katzenjagd" (famous cat hunt) of 1849 and numerous sketches. A description of the
cat given by Grimm in a letter of 18562e exactly tallies with the one in our caricature.
Thus, if Grirnm's cat was present, we can conclude that the concert took place in Grimm's
house, especially as at this time Spohr did not play the violin in public any more. I therefore
suppose that we have here an example of Spohr's beloved "making music at friend's";o that
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probably goes back to the acquaintance of Marianne Spohr with Grimm's second wife, Friederike
Grimm, nde Ernst. Thus, this representation of Spohr making music with Bott could really have
been drawn "ad vivum" as Grimm states.
Another detail shows that Grimm drew well. In the right bottom of the drawing we see some
bottles that Grimm labelled "Bier fu[e]r Herrn Bott jun. (beer for Mr. Bott junior) with which he
obviously alludes in a rather sarcastic way to the early stages ofthe alcoholism that later was to
hinder the career ofthe talented young musician in a decisive way.
Bott was bom in Kassel in 1826, the son ofthe musician Anton Bott. At the age ofseven he
had already performed in public. Later he became one of the most favourite pupils of Spohr who
thought he might have the potential to become a second Mozart. Bott could not fulfil these
expectations but nevertheless gained importance in the musical life of Germany.
After 1852 he worked as second Kapellmeister under Spohr and from 1857 Hofkapellmeister
in Meiningen. From 1865 to 1877 he successfully filled the same position in Hanover. Sadly, he
became increasingly addicted to alcohol and in 1877 he fell drunk from the podium while
conducting Liszt's oratorio Die Legende von der heiligen Elisabeth so that Liszt, who was
present in the audience, had to take over and complete the performance. In 1887 Bott emigrated
to New York and died there in 1895.
When Bott played with Spohr on the occasion we are discussing here they were probably
interrupted by Grimm's cat. Maybe the cat was not used to the sound of the violin, became
irritated and jumped onto the improvised stage where it had to be calmed down by Ideke. In this
case the drawing would also be another proof of Spohr's calmness and concentration for he
carries on playing undisturbed.
However it is also possible that the caricature alludes to an effect that arose at certain points
through Spohr's technique of violin playing. A critic in the l/lgemeine musikalische Zeitung felt
a little irritated by this "artificial miaow, as one would like to call it". But still he counted Spohr
"among the most excellent violinists of our time"3r. Thus, if you bear in mind the positive
remarks of Grimm on Spohr's playing, this version seems rather improbable, especially as
Grimm never mentions any "miaow" in connection with Spofu.
To my mind it is much rather the hero worship that Spohr saw himself exposed to that is
alluded to by Grimm. He ironically tums t}le common Spohr-worship into a Minauzeii-worship.
Bott, too, knew the problem as he began in those days to replace Spohr in his role as "most
popular and most able instrumentalist of the city"32. As he often does in his caricatures, Grimm
obviously takes a real occasion as a starting point lor his mockery which is marked by
exaggeration and a change ofperspective. Here he turns the stir about Spohr - and in part also
about Bott - into a stir about Minauzeli, while he banishes the celebrated violin virtuosos to the
entracte.

Exactly the same structure can be found a second time in the text of this caricature where he
mentions Jerury Lind (1820-37). Of course, it was the famous Swedish singer who was celebrated
in America in 1850/51 and not - as Grimm puts it here - Minauzeli. Just as with Spohr and Bott,
he here turns the real Jenny Lind-fever into a Minauzeli-fever.
If you follow my argument, this caricatue does not only vividly show the structure of
Grimm's irony but also proves that the relationship between the Grimm and spohr households
was obviously closer than is commonly assumed so far. More hints for this can be found in other
caricatures discussed here (illustrations 2 and 4). Moreover, the drawing also shows Spohr in his
role as recognised and much sought after teacher.
The last caricature I would like to discuss here (illustration 7) does not really match this as it
does not (as often assumed) show Spohr's pupil, the violinist and theorist Moritz Hauptmann,
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but their joint fiiend, cellist Nikolaus Hasemann (1788-1842). What it does show once again is
the seemingly withdrawn, dignified appearance of Spohr that might easily be misunderstood as
coldness. That this was not the case has, I hope, been shown by the present essay. This is also
confirmed by reports by contemporaries as for example william Neumann. writing in 1854 he
says:
..As seemingly cold as he appears at first, as surprising is it to find that with closer
acquaintance plenty of humanity that offers willingly the helping hand even to the most

negligible talent."r3
Spohi was not only an exemplary human being, he was above all a musician who left us
nurlerous compositions. Their rediscovery is as much worthwhile as it is for the drawings of his
contemporary Ludwig Emil Grimm.
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